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ABSTRACT: Marine carbonate cements, which are superficially like IIavertines from meteoric caves, are coating and binding some
intertidal sedimentary rock surfaces occurring in coastal Abu Dhabi, the United Arab Emirates, (UAE). Near Jebel Dhana these surficial
cements can be up to 3 cm thick and envelope beach rock surfaces and fossils. They are also present both as thin coats and a fracture-fin

cement in the intertidal hard grounds associated with the Khor AI Bazam algal flats.

The thickness, microscopic characteristics, and morphology of the marine cement coatings from Jebel Dhana indicates incremen-
tal deposition of aragonite in conjunction with \raceS of sulfate minerals. Most of these cement coatings are micritic, but the layers which
encrust the hard grounds from the algal flat of the Khor al Bazam have a more radial and fibrous micro-structure and are composed solely of

aragonite.

The stable isotopic composition of coatings from Jebel Dhana ( 0180 = +0.35, 013C = +4.00) falls within the compositional range
for modem marine non skeletal aragonite and suggests that the marine travertine-like cements precipitate from the agitated, slightly hyper-

saline Arabian Gulf sea water during repeated cycles of exposure, evaporation and immersion.

Similar cement coatings and microfabrics are present in the tepee S1IUCtured and brecciated sediments of the Guadalupe Moun-
tains (Permian) and the Ita1ian Alps (Triassic), in Holocene algal head cements from the Great Salt Lake. and in simiJar Tertiary algal heads
in the Green River FOrnIation of the western US. The petrographic similarity of these ancient "flow stone" like cements with Recent
hypersaline marine cement coatings suggests that high rates of carbonate cementation and hypersaline conditions contribute to tepee forma-

tion and cavity fill.

Holocene examples of arid-climate marine carbon-
ate sediments and their sedimentary processes are well known
from the coastlines of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and

Qatar (Purser, 1973; Bathurst, 1975). Sedimentary settings
range from offshore patch reefs and bioclastic sand sheets, to
oolite shoals and tidal deltas associated with barrier island
coasts, to algal stromatolite flats that skirt the edge of wide
supratidal salt flats or "sabkhas" (Butler et al., 1982) (Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION

Beach sediments are cemented to form beach rocks
in many settings. These range from tropical marine settings
including Florida (Ginsburg, 1953); the Bahamas (lliing,
1954); the Mediterranean (Gavish and Friedman, 1969); the
Red Sea (Friedman, 1975); Shark Bay (Read, 1974); and South
Australia (Warren, 1982) to name but a few localities. They
also are found in lacustrine settings, including the Great Salt
Lake (Eardley, 1938); and the temperate marine settings of
Holland (Van Straaten, 1957), and of the United Kingdom in
Cornwall (Clark, 1968). They have also been reported on
extensively for the Arabian Gulf. Examples have been cited
for Qatar and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) by Taylor and
filing (1969), Kendall and Skipwith (1969), Evamy (1973),
Loreau and Purser (1973), and Guo and Friedman (1990).

There are frequent occurrences of densely cemented
"carbonate hard grounds" in the intertidal and subtidal por-
tions of the UAE and Qatar coastline, especially in areas shel-
tered from wave activity. The marine cements in these
hardgrounds often coat the surfaces of grains and beach rock
surfaces, the interior of fractures, and even cover uncemented
clasts that may move about on the intertidal and subtidal sur-
face during the tidal cycle. The gross morphology and
microfabrics of these carbonate cement coatings superficially
resemble the travertine coatings which are formed from me-
teoric ground water flow and evaporation within limestone
caverns. The mode of formation of these marine cements is
relieved to re somewhat similar but is associated with cyclic
exposure to carbonate charged marine waters and evapora-

tion.

Many of studies of beach rocks, including those of
Ginsburg (1953), Nesteroff (1955), Friedman (1964), Stoddart
and Cann (1965), Gavish and Friedman (1969), Taylor and
llling (1969), Inden and Moore (1983), and GuoandFriedman
(1990), have reported on the mechanisms of beach cementa-
tion and their petrophysical characteristics. It is the puIpOSe
of this paper to focus on the Holocene beach rocks of the UAE
and report on the surface cements and coatings they acquire,
matching these to similar rocks from ancient geologic set-

tings.

These cements and coatings also have striking
morphologic and petrographic similarities with cements and
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Figure 1. Holocene sedimentary facies of Abu Dhabi, UAE and locations of marine hardgrounds and aragonite cement
coatings. LDcality A is at lebel Dhana (see also Figs. 2 and 3); locality B is for the Ras Al Aish tidal flat hardgrounds (see
also Fig. 4); and locality C is on the algal flats south of I ezirat Al Qanatir.

coatings from Permian -age carbonate rocks of the Guadalupe
Mountains, New Mexico (Kendall, 1969; Asseretto and
Kendall, 1977; Estaban and Pray, 1977), Triassic CalcareRoso
carlxmates from the Italian Alps (Asserettoand Kendall, 1977),
and Tertiary algal-head limestones from the Green River For-
mation of Utah.

two seconds at 0.040 intervals. Samples were ground to uni-
fonn size with an agate mortar and pestle «400 mesh; 0.031
mm); grinding time was limited to two minutes to avoid dete-
rioration of XRD peak shape. Minerals were identified from
the diffractogram patterns using MICRO illTM, an integrated
diffraction pattern analysis software package and the stan-
dardJCPDS files (A.S.T.M., 1967).

All of these pre-Holocene examples are character-
ized by tepee sb"Uctures, stromatolitic algal heads, evaporite
minerals, and other evidence of hypersalinity, suggesting a
strong causal link between the formation of these marine ce-
ment coatings and arid climatic conditions. This paper fo-
cuses on the morphology and composition of these travertine
like coatings from three locations along the UAE coast, and
compares the Holocene occurrences with those in the ancient
rocks.

Six of the Holocene carbonate cement crusts were
analyzed for stable isotopic composition. Carbonate compo-
nents were first identified petrographically, then prepared by
roasting under vacuum to eliminate organic carbon prior to
acid digestion. Stable isotope analytical results were com-
pared to the lab standard (Brown Yule Marble: 5180 = -6.55°/
.., 513C = -2.29°/.. PDB); average analytical accuracy and

precision are as follows: 5180: 0.3°/..,0.3°/..; 513C: 0.1°/..,
0.3°/...

METHODS OF STUDY
FIELD OBSERVATIONS

The morphology and micro structures of the marine
cement coatings and internal cements were examined using
thin section petrography; ultra-thin sections (10 microns) were
also used for the Holocene samples. The Holocene cement
crusts were qualitatively examined for mineral content using
powder x -ray diffraction (XRD) on a General Ela:tric XRD700
diffractometer using Cu k-alpha radiation; samples were
scanned through a 2-theta range of 5°-60°, and counted for

Cement coated beach rock and coated hard ground
surfaces occur along much of the intertidal and shallow
subtidal coast of the UAE. These carbonate rocks (first de-
scribed by Purser and Loreau, 1973) have been observed in
several locations (Fig. I), and are associated with areas of
low wave energy. In the UAE near Jebel Dhana these surficial
cements can be up to 3 cm thick where they envelope beach
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the megapolygons match those of juvenile tepees described
in Assereto and Kendall (1977). The megapolygon slabs of
beachrock have an incomplete marine travertine-like coat-
ing. Along the leeward edge of the beach ridges, ridge and
runnel bedform structures are preserved in cemented
beachrock, and are also coated with the aragonitic cement
coatings. These surface coatings measure from 5 to 30 mm
in thickness.

rock surfaces and fossils. However east of here, in the Khor
AI Bazam, thinner coats and a fracture-fill cement occur on
or within intertidal hard grounds found in the inner portions
of wide tidal flats.

The thickest cement coats occur soufiwest of fie
Jebel Dhana Peninsula (Fig. 1, locality A). These aragonitic
marine cements form coatings on cerithid, gastropod shells
fiat have been heaped into recurved coastal spits by soufi-
ward longshore transport and lacm westerly storms (Fig. 2).
These marine carbonate cement crusts can be up to three cen-
timeters in thickness, and are best developed to fie lee of
fiese sand spits, a low energy region where shells are ce-
mented into beach rock (Fig. 2; see also Purser and Lareau,

1973).

Although beach ridges often delineate the upper
margins of the tidal flat along the coast of the Khor Al Bazam
lagoon and are similar to those at Jebel Dhana, they lack the
cement coated bioclasts. These beach ridges are composed
of accumulations of cerithid gastropod and bryowan frag-
ments. The bryozoan fragments originally coated the stems
ofsargassum-like seaweeds growing in the offshore area. The
seaweed cores were deposited bnshore by storm waves to

decay and leave the bryozoan fragments.
Beach rock exposed on these ridges occurs as slabs

of cemented bioclastic beach sands which are intetnally ce-
mented and coated with a micritic marine aragonite. The
appearance of this marine cement resembles flow stones from
a meteoric setting (Fig. 3a). Pisolites which are similarly
coated are present locally, usuaIIy nucleated about cerithids
shells and other mollusk fragments (Fig. 3b). The beach rock
crusts are buckled into megapolygons, particularly on the
berms of the beach ridges (Fig. 3c). The buckled margins of

Despite lack of cements associated with the beach
ridges, thinner aragonitic cement coatings are, however,
present in other settings along the coast of the Khor AI Bazam
lagoon. two localities we concentrated on were: 1) south of
Jezirat AI Qanatir between Terif and Zubaiya (Fig. 1, locality
C); and 2) near Ras AI Aish (Fig. 1, locality B). At both these
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Figure 4. a) Map of coastal settings near Ras Al Aish, on the
Khor Al Bazam lagoon. showing the distribution of cerithid-
rich beach ridges; b) beachrock crust with aragonite coat-
ings at Ras Al Aish (scale is 15 cm).

flats lie immediately seaward of me coastal belt of algal stro-
matolites (Fig. 5a). The tidal flats in this area range from 1 to
4 kilometers across and mark me upper portions of coastal
terraces. Here, carbonate cement crusts coat me hardgrounds
previously described by Kendall and Skipwim (1969). The
crusts are present eimer as a surface coating measuring from
1 to 5 mm thick, and/or occur on the cemented layers which
mark me surface or are buried up to 30 cm below me sedi-
ment surface (Fig. 5b). Fractures in me beachrocks are com-
monly also filled with layered cements.

MICROFABRICS AND COMPOSITION

The composition and morphology of the travertine-
like coatings are quite variable. They are usually micritic
aragonite and magnesium calcite which cement bioclastic and
pellet sediment grains; radially oriented rinds of bladed and
fibrous cements are also present but less common (Fig. 6).
The coatings vary considerably in thickness from specimen
to specimen, but all have a similar microstructure, and are
dominantly composed of micritic aragonite with occasional
discontinuous laminae of radial fibrous aragonite. Some of
the thicker coatings (>3 mm)display crude lamination vaguely
similar to algal stromatolites. These are relatively rich in
angular quartz silt.

Figure 3. Aragonite crustsfromJebelDhana (U.S.pennyfor
scale). a) Aragonite crust on a beachrock block; note the
morphological similarity to meteoric speleothemflowstone,'
b) Pisolites consisting of mollusc shells and intraclasts coated
with marine travertine; c) Beachrock with carbonate crusts
forming in association with living Salicornia spp. growing
nearby.
localities surface cements coat marine hardgrounds and
beachrocks fanning in the upper tidal flat sands situated sea-
ward of the beach ridges that mark the landward margin to
the Khor AI Bazam (Fig. 4; see also Kendall and Skipwith,
1969). Similar beachrock and hardground surfaces are com-
mon in the middle tidal flat, but these are not coated with the
carbonate cement crusts.

South of Jezirat AI Qanatir and west of the Zubaiya
peninsula, (Fig. 1, locality C), a series of low-energy tidal
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Figure 5. a) Map of coastal settings south of Jezirat Al Qanatir; on the Khor Al
Bazam lagoon, showing the distribution of hard grounds, algalflats and beach ridges;

XRD analysis of the cement coatings on intraclasts tal silicate minerals, such as wind-blown quartz silt or clay
surfaces south of Jebel Dhana indicate that these crusts are minerals are not common within the cement of the Jebel Dhana
composed dominantly of aragonite. They also contain trace crusts, which suggests that they tend to form rapidly and may
quantities of calcite, gypsum, and ungemachite ~ Nas Fe3+ precipitate while the substrate is submerged.

(SOJ6(OH)Z 'I°Hz°)' a salt described from the rainless re-
gion of northern Chile (peacock and Bandy, 1938). Six
samples of the Jebel Dhana cement coatings were analyzed
for stable isotopic ratios composition. These samples have a
mean isotopic composition as follows: ~lSO = +0.35°/.., ~13C
= -+4.0°/.; the isotopic composition of these samples varies

less than 1°/.. from the mean.

The carbonate coatings on mollusc shells at Jebel
Dhana are festooned with blunt projections oriented perpen-
dicular to the shell surface and each about 1-4 mm in length.
The radial arrangement of crystal bundles suggests that these
crusts thicken by addition of cement on their outer surface,
which is also consistent with the evaporation/precipitation

process.
MODE OF FORMATION

At contact with the cement coating, the shell sur-
faces are often intensely bored with tubes 5-20 microns in
diameter which are presumed to be algal in origin (Fig. 6b).
However, it is not known whether algae are actively involved
in the process of the formation of these carbonate crusffi. Purser
and Loreau (1973) reported "rare" algal filamenffi in Jebel
Dhana carbonate cement coatings and varying amounts of
organic matter as an acid insoluble residue. However, they
stopped short of suggesting that algae are involved in the
cementation process and we cannot either. The insoluble or-
ganic matter sometimes reported in ooids (Shearman and
Skipwith, 1965) has been found in some Holocene examples
to be composed of amino acids with a similar composition to
the calcifying proteins in molluscan skeletons (Mitterer, 1968;
Mitterer and Cunningham, 1985). The carbonate cement
coatings on beachrock surfaces are similar to those on shells,
but mostly lack the algally bored surface.

Although these cement coatings are mineralogically
and petrographically similar to the beachrock cement, drip-
stone-like ridges on the outer surface suggest the physio-
chemical processes are involved in their formation are simi-
lar to those that initiate the CaCO3 precipitation for cave
travertines. The stable isotopic composition of the Jebel Dhana
marine travertine coatings reflects normal marine 013C and a
very slightly enriched 0180 composition relative to most sea
water. This compares with the composition of most "inor-
ganic" marine carbonate precipitates, such as marine cements
and ooids, which are seldom more enriched in 0180 than + 10/
..(Hudson, 1977). The S180enrichment of these cement crusts
suggests that evaporation and resultant degassing may be re-
sponsible for their formation. The presence of sulfate miner-
als strongly suggests that evaporation-induced hypersalinity
is an important factor in the formation of these crusts. Detri-
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Figure 5. b) Schematic block diagrams of sediment distribution in the sabkha south of Jezirat Al Qanatir (after Warren and
Kendall,1985);

The carbonate crusts at Jebel Dhana display a In areas where carbonate cement crusts and frac-
micritic to fibrous platy fabric that appears to bifurcate as the tore-filling cement coatings form in association with frac-
crust thickens (Fig. 3a). These plates have rounded edges tured beachrock or hardgrounds, the process of carbonate
and are joined by ridges and walls composed of micritic ara- cementation also appears to be related of high evaporation
gonite cement. The underside of the crusts are covered with rates during low tide, and to the repetition of diurnal tem-
popcorn-like carbonate fabric with individual domes branch- perature variation on the sediment surface (Fig. 7). During
ing out and increasing in size away from the substrate. This the night, thermal cooling causes the crusts to contract. Shrink-
platy fabric is a characteristic of cave flowstones and age cracks that develop in the sediment crust are subsequently
travertines where water degasses on the rock surface and car- filled by loose sediment which itself is rapidly cemented and
bonate is precipitated just beneath the meniscus surface. It partially fills the crack. In the heat of the next day, this
appears, then, that the Jebel Dhana crusts and those of the crack-fill occupies volume and acts rigidly to prevent the fis-
algal scour pool crusts of the Khor al Bazam have a similar sores from closing completely (Kendall and Warren, 1987).
origin to those of caves but form in an intertidal setting.
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Figure 5. c) carbonate cement crust on sediment surface
seaward of these algal flats.

Through the continued processes of diurnal thennal
expansion and contraction, crack filling and cementation, dIese
thin crusts expand laterally and buckle upward, fonning large
megapolygons, one to two meters in diameter (Figs. 5b and
7). These crusts are nonnally coated by blue-green algae and
are densely cemented with micrite, particularly on the
undersurfaces of the polygons. In certain areas, if dIe crusts
are traced landward into the algal flat they can be observed
breaking through the surface of dIe algal peat -presumably in
response to a similar expansion process caused by rapid ce-
mentation below dIe surface (Fig. 8). Most of dIe cement
associated with these landward crusts is magnesium calcite.
On the algal flats where wave and current scour has removed
the overlying algal peat, the beachrock crust is coated widI
thick micritic cement layers which develop into dIick radial
fibrous aragonite cements (Fig. 6c).

It should be noted that the geochemical conditions
that are responsible for precipitation of the carbonate cement
coatings, are not extreme, since these cements are forming
amid living Salicornia spp. and other salt tolerant plants that
are growing abundantly and vigorously across the surface of
the beach ridge (Fig. 3c). We do not know why the beachrocks
at Jebel Dhana and those on the scoured pools in algal flats
south of the island of AI Qanatir are being coated with ce-
ment crusts whilst those at Ras AI Aish and Terif are not. The
algal flats south of AI Qanatir Island are more saline than
those at Jebel Dhana and they extend southward and land-
ward into sabkha with gypsum, anhydrite, and halite crusts -

minerals not detected at Jebel Dhana. The AI Qanatir car-
bonate crustal layers are thinner, cleaner and have better de-
fined fibrous microstructure than at Jebel Dhana. Interest-
ingly enough intertidal cementation can be found on Baha-
mian tidal flats but here similar cerithid beach ridges are coated
by a dark algal envelope instead of marine travertine (Fig. 9).

Figure 6. Thin section views of surface carbonate cement
crusts: a) micrite-cemented beachrockfromRas AIAish (width
of view = 6 mm); b) largely micritic but partially fibrous
aragonite crusts from lebel Dhana flowstones (width of view
= 6 mm); c) marine crust from scoured algal pool south of
lezirat Al Qanatir (width of view = 6 mm).

phologically similar the marine ttavertines of the Abu Dhabi
coast. For instance shallow water limestone sequences in the
Permian of the Guadalupe Mountains and in the Alpine Tri-
assic of Italy contain tidal flat sediments similar to those that

EXAMPLES FROM ANCIENT LIMESTONES

Limestone sequences deposited in hypersaline in-
tertidal setting commonly contain carbonate cements mof-
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A. Crack Formation Through Thermal
Contraction at Night.

Sediment Fills Cracks
Wedging Them Open.

Cement Fixes Grains
and Also Wedges Cracks.

B. Thermal Expansion During the Day
Causes the Crust to Arch Up and
Overthrust.

..Further Cement!
T& Sediment Fill"

of Cracks

C. Expanded Tepee Crust and Crack Fill

Figure 7. Process of progressive filling of cracks in tidal flat crusts with sediment surface carbonate cement crusts.

occur in the Holocene of Abu Dhabi (Asseretto and Kendall
1977).

Guadalupe Mountains

In the Guadalupian section of west Texas, the mar-
gin of the Delaware Basin is marked by a major carbonate
bank formed of a mix of bioclastic material, lime silts and
physico-chemical sands (Fig. 10). On the landward side of
this break-in-slope facies, lagoonal tidal flats occur which are
very similar to those found along the Holocene coastal ter-
races of the Khor -al-Bazam and in the vicinity of Jebel Dhana.
The break-in-slope facies pass updip and shoreward into
bioclastic sands, oolites, pellets, and grapestones that are lo-
cally cemented into hardgrounds. In the higher and more
landward portion of this tidal flat sequence, the rocks contain
bioclastic grains coated with envelopes of micrite and flow-
stone. Similar travertine-like coatings are found in associa-
tion with the pisolites common to the area (Fig. lla). These
coatings are very similar to the carbonate crusts that encase
the cerithids from Jebel Dhana (Fig. 3b).

Figure 8. Hardgrounds breaking through peat due to diurnal
thernlal expansion and crack-fill cementation -south of Jezirat
al Al Qanatir.

bioclastic sedimentary and oncolitic fabrics composed of nu-
merous concenbic layers. AldIough numerous audIors de-
bate dIis origin and significance of dIese layers (Dunham,
1969; Estaban and Pray, 1977; Ward et ai, 1986) some ofdIis
layering reflects primary hydrodynamic transport. The grain
population contains a mixture of bodI transported particles
and pisolites formed in situ. Careful examination of dIe piso-

The Pennian carbonate rocks have undergone ex-
tensive, complex diagenesis and are characterized by altered
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hemispheroids of aragonite that have inverted to calcite (Fig.

12b).

Great Salt Lake

In Great Salt Lake of Utah to the south along the
shores of Antelope Island and along the shores of the western
side of the lake, algal heads are extremely common. The
individual heads tend to be hemispherical with a radial range
of 1 to 2 meters. The material forming the algal heads shows
a platy fabric (Fig. 13) very similar to that shown by the car-
bonate cement crusts from Jebel Dhana (Fig. 3a). Thin sec-
tions of this material reveal a fibrous aragonitic cement (Fig.
13b). It is our contention that the crusts of Jebel Dhana might
evolve into these fibrous aragonitic cemented coatings, should
there be slight changes in the salinity of the area in which
they are presently forming as in the Khor AI Bazam algal flat

scour pools.

DISCUSSION

The fibrous fabric that is so common in the tepee
facies cements of the Pennian rocks of the Guadalupe Moun-
tains and the Alpine Triassic does not match the fabric of the
majority of the Jebel Dhana cement surface crusts. However,
these Holocene crusts do display fabrics similar to those found
in meteoric caves, including platy or pustular shapes ("cave-
popcorn" fabric), and plates of flowstone with a laminated
internal structure. Fibrous fabrics are, however, present in
the algal scour pools of Abu Dhabi and similar pustular fab-
rics are associated with the travertine-like cements within the
Holocene algal stromatolites of the Great Salt Lake, Utah
(Fig. 13), and the beachrock coats of Qatar. In these Ho-
locene settings, fibrous aragonite is extremely common and
has a very similar microfabric to that seen in the Pennian of
the Guadalupes (Fig. llc). Where the flowstone-like cement
crusts of Abu Dhabi occur in slightly more restricted settings,
as with the algal scour pools, they do develop similar fabrics,
just as they do around the edges of the Great Salt Lake.

Figure 9. Coated cerithid nwlluscsfromNormans Pond Cay,
Exwna Cays, the Bahamas. a) Field location on spit in a
mangrove lagoon,' b) hand sample of both coated and non-
coated shells (U.S. penny for scale).

lites reveals broken pisolites forming the cores of somewhat
younger pisolites, and pisolites that have grown by envelop-
ing and diagenetic ally replacing the surrounding matrix (Fig.
lla). These sediments are cemented and formed crusts.

Cement crusts in these rocks show evidence of sev-
eral generations of synformational fracture and vertical dis-
placement. Large megapolygons up to 3 to 4 meters in diam-
eter are present, having displaced as much as 3 vertical meters
of sediment during formation and vertical growth (Fig. lIb).
Fractures in the sediment are commonly coated with thick
rinds of fibrous carbonate cements, now composed of diage-
netic low magnesium calcite.

In both the Pennian of the Guadalupes and in the
Italian Triassic, the cements which resemble the Holocene
cement crusts are interspersed with marine and continental
sediment. Thus sediment was trapped and interwoven within
the aragonitic crusts just as it is at Jebel Dhana and within the
aragonitic algal heads of the Great Salt Lake.

Italian Alps
It is because of these similarities that we conclude

that the surface cement coatings that occur in the vicinity of
Jebel Dhana and the Khor AI Bazam are close analogues to
the cement crusts that coat ancient megapolygons from tidal
flat sequences of the Permian and Triassic limestones. This
petrographic and morphologic similarity is also seen in lime-
stones from the Tertiary Green River formation of Utah (Fig. 13).

In the Alpine Triassic of Italy, similar tidal flat sedi-
ments to those of the PenTlian Guadalupian can be seen in Val
Seriana and Val Brembana. Here, broken and brecciated
pisolitic carbonates are again coated with marine travertine-
like cements that range all the way from huge spheres of cal-
cite which are pseudomorphous after fibrous aragonite crys-
tals 2 to 10 centimeters long. Cave popcorn-like fabrics can
also be seen filling fractures in the sediment along with a
common cellular-like fabric fonTled initially by stacked

The major difference between the platy fabric of
micritic cement coatings from Jebel Dhana (Fig. 3a) and ce-
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KENDALL, SADD, AND ALSHARHAN

Figure 12. Travertine-like coatings in Triassic tepee cavities
from Val Brembana, Northern Italy. a) Note the black fi-
brous calcite crystals that pseudomorph aragonite, and the
crack-fill sediment (U.S. penny for scale); b) Cellar
microfabric with hemispheriods of fibrous carbonate cement
(50!lln scale on photo).

ment features seen in ancient rocks, is that the ancient ce-
ments have recrystallized (Asseretto and Kendall, 1977) but
presumably developed in hypersaline coastal settings similar
to those of Jebel Dhana and the Khor AI Bazam.

CONCLUSIONS

Marine cements composed of micritic aragonite and
sulfate minerals form coatings and crusts on beachrock at
Jebel Dhana. Similar but dUnner travertine-like coatings are
present on the bottoms of algal flat scour pools that occur
along the south coast of the Khor AI Bazarn; these lack sul-
fate minerals and have a more radially fibrous microstruc-
ture. The mineral composition, stable isotopic composition,
morphology, and field relationships indicate that these ce-
ments precipitate incrementally from hypersaline seawater
during cycles of repeated immersion and evaporation.

Figure 11. Rocks and marine cements from the tepeefacies
from Walnut Canyon and Dark Canyon, Permian Carlsbad
Group of Guadalupe Mountains, NewMexico, U.SA. a) Hand
sample showing pisolites and encrusting marine cementsfrom
Walnut Canyon (width of view = 13 cm); b) Outcrop view of
tepees from Dark Canyon; saucers are up to 10 m in diam-
eter; and vertically displace up to 3 m of sediment; c) Thin
section of cavity cement pseudomorphing original aragonite

fibers (width of view = 6 mm).

129

These marine cement coats are similar in morphol-
ogy, microstructure and depositional setting to pore-filling
cements associated with tepee structures in Permo-Triassic
carbonate rocks from Val Brembana, Italy, and the Guadalupe
Mountains of Texas and New Mexico. They are also similar
to lacustrian algal-related cements of the Great Salt Lake,
Utah. It is our contention that these travertine-like coatings
and their mode of formation are Holocene analogues to car-
bonate cements and processes that contributed to the forma-
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